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Abstract:
Background:
In recent years, numerous reinforced concrete buildings have been constructed in Iraq and some developing countries. Fire accidents occur in
wooden formwork especially during the summer season due to problems associated with the construction procedure and on-site management. And
fires can erupt during the construction stage of buildings.
Introduction:
Generally, if fire accidents occur in a wooden formwork, in these situations the concrete in the field is at an early age (i.e., “young”). The internal
structure and chemical composition of early-age concrete are different from that of the carrier due to incomplete hydration at an early age. This
study aimed to evaluate the strength of reinforced concrete frames at early ages when exposed to natural fire. The evaluation of existing buildings
is an important issue that involves researchers and engineers in many countries.
Methods:
The experimental program consisted of constructing three full-scale reinforced concrete frames that are then exposed to natural fire. When the
concrete age reaches three and five days by firing its formwork, the concrete quality of the structure was evaluated via ultrasonic pulse velocity as
a nondestructive measurement. Core test was used as a destructive technique to implement a relationship between compressive strength and
nondestructive measurements.
Results:
The results showed that the frame exposed to natural fire early was generally more affected than the other frame, and its compressive strength was
reduced close to 33%. The results also showed that the ultrasonic pulse velocity test for the structural elements was smaller than those of the core
test.
Conclusion:
It can be concluded that the current assessment methodology must be evaluated to provide practical suggestions that can enhance the reliability of
assessing the in situ strength of existing concrete structures by nondestructive tests and cores.
Keywords: Evaluation, Concrete quality, Reinforced concrete structures, Natural fire, Early ages, In situ test methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reinforced concrete is commonly used in the structural
system in Iraq and all over the world [1]. In Iraq, timber is
commonly used in molding formwork of reinforced concrete
structures. Wood is a well-known and easily combustible mate* Address correspondence to this author at Department of Civil Engineering,
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rial if it is oiled, especially during the summer season.
Therefore, in recent years, numerous reinforced concrete
buildings have been constructed in Iraq and some developing
countries. Fire accidents occur due to problems with the construction procedure and on-site management, and fires can occur
during the construction stage of buildings [2]. Generally, in
these situations, the concrete in the field is at an early age (i.e.,
“young”). Since the concept of early age is still unclear in the
field of concrete materials, the term 'early age' is used to
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describe concrete that is one week or less of age [3]. The
internal structure and chemical composition of early-age
concrete are different from those in the carrier due to
incomplete hydration at an early age.
General reviews of concrete behavior at a high temperature
can be found in the literature [4 - 6]. Extant research has shown
that concrete is a versatile material and can act as inherently
fire-resistant if designed appropriately. The response of concrete material and structure to a real fire depends on the nature
of the fire, which can vary considerably. Moreover, the gas
temperature will change throughout the fire compartment [7].
Bisby et al. (2013) reviewed the results of large-scale
nonstandard structures that were subjected to specific fire tests.
They found that nonstandard fire tests conducted around the
world in the past three decades revealed numerous weaknesses
in our understanding of real fires; in most cases, these
shortcomings could not have been detected through standard
furnace tests [8].
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structures as a result of fire damage rarely happens. Therefore,
if a fire accident occurs during the construction period, then
structural engineers should assess the residual strengths of
younger reinforced concrete structural members to evaluate the
safety and repairability of that building after the fire [2].
The evaluation of existing buildings is an important issue
that involves researchers and engineers in many countries [14].
One of the successful techniques for evaluating chemical and
physical changes and damage in concrete after a fire is the use
of nondestructive testing methods. Most in situ techniques are
known and extensively used for assessing concrete conditions
after exposure to fire [15 - 17]. Although several methods are
used to estimate the quality of concrete in structures, problems
are generally solved by drilling and testing core specimens
from the structural member [18]. The core test is expensive, but
it is the most useful and reliable way to assess the properties of
in-place concrete because it mechanically tests the cores after
destruction [18].

Fire causes heat to flow into the concrete structure. The
temperature in the concrete mass will rise, thereby causing
thermal expansion of the constituents, evaporation of moisture,
the buildup of pore pressure, and the degradation of mechanical
properties [7]. The deterioration of concrete strength due to
short-term exposure to elevated temperature (fire) attracted
attention in the last decades. The nature of the fire, types of
structure, and loading system are reasons that the modes of
concrete failure under fire exposure will be varied [1].

The Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) method was used in
this study to establish the relationship between compressive
strength and the UPV propagation when concrete was exposed
to elevated temperatures. Almost no relevant study within the
technical literature is available. However, these early-age
concretes once exposed to high temperatures. Thus, an experimental study on the strength properties of early-age concrete
after exposure to high temperature was performed. However,
the effect of removing the formwork was identified by firing
the wood on reinforced concrete frames at an early age.

Temperatures below 200 °C do not significantly impact the
mechanical properties of concrete, especially compressive
strength. However, these low temperatures will affect the
external layer of concrete and introduce necessary changes
within the durability of the material [9].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

When concrete is exposed to high temperatures, its
chemical composition and physical structure are modified
significantly, thereby leading to a significant reduction of
mechanical properties, such as strength, modulus of elasticity,
and volume stability [10]. When the temperature reaches about
300 °C, some of the combined water from C–S–H and
sulfoaluminate hydrates and the interlayer calcium silicate
hydrate (C–S–H) water will evaporate. Calcium hydroxide
(Ca(OH)2), which is one of the most essential compounds in
cement paste, dissociates at around 530 °C, thereby resulting in
the shrinkage of concrete [11].
Given the actual building, fire conditions are different from
those in the ASTM E119 [12] test, an assembly with a 2-hr
rating will not necessarily survive a real fire for 2 hrs. The
ASTM E119 [12] test is a suitable method for rating the
relative fire resistance of different building elements, but it is
not a good predictor of the elements’ actual duration in a real
fire. A real fire is characterized by three phases, unlike the
standard fire curve: a growing phase, a fully developed phase,
and a phase of decay. In several institutions, many isolated
member tests have been performed over the years. Research
involving full-scale tests under natural fire, however, is limited
[13].
Although severe fire may significantly damage reinforced
concrete structures, the collapse of reinforced concrete

2.1. Materials
Three reinforced concrete frames were constructed using
cement, water, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate. The following
is a brief description of the material used throughout the study.
2.1.1. Cement
The cement used was ordinary Portland cement/Lafarge
OPC. Its physical properties and chemical composition are
given in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. The results indicate
that the cement conforms to ASTM-C150, 2007.

2.1.2. Aggregate
Locally available natural sand from local quarries was used
as fine aggregate. The coarse aggregate used was the locally
available crushed limestone aggregated gravel, with a maximum size of 9.5 mm. The sand and gravel were graded according to (ASTM-C33, 2007), limits are listed in Table 3 and
Table 4.
2.1.3. Mix proportion
The mix proportion used in fabricating reinforced concrete
frames is presented in Table 5.
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Table 1. The physical test of cement.
Type of Test

Unit Result Specification Evaluation
Limits
specification

Setting Time
by Vicat
Needle

Initial
set

min

180

≥45

Final
Set

min

245

≤600

Compressive
Strength

For 3
days
age

MPa 27.6

≥14.7

For 7
days
age

MPa 52.2

Fineness Modulus of
Cement

m2/kg 300

≥230

ASTM
C204-05

Soundness Expansion

mm

≤10

BS EN
197-01-11

2

ASTM
C191-04 &
C187-04
ASTM
C305-06

width of 300 mm, with 300 mm dropped below slab; and the
slab thickness was 120 mm. The span from the center to the
center of the column was 4000 mm in both directions, and the
height of the column was 3000 mm. The concrete strengths
were normal at 30 MPa for cubes at the age of 28 days. To
understand the effect of concrete age on the mechanical
properties of concrete when exposed to fire, the primary
variable taken in this study is the ages of concrete when
exposed to fire.
Table 4. Grading of coarse aggregate.

≥22.5

Table 2. The chemical test of cement.
Unit Result Specification
Limits

Lost in Ignition

%

-

4% Max

Insoluble residue %

-

1.5% Max

SiO2

%

-

CaO

%

-

AL2O3

%

3.39

Fe2O3

%

4.8

MgO

%

2.56

SO3

%

2.16

5% Max.

C3A

%

0.87

2.8% Max.

Chloride

%

0.08

C3S

%

-

C2S

%

-

C4AF

%

Standard
Specification

19

100

100

100

12.5

92.7

90

100

9.5

62.3

40

70

4.75

1

0

15

2.36

0

0

5

Specified
Concrete
Strength
fc’(MPa)
ASTM C114-06
& ASTM
C150-07

≤0.1

-

Lower Upper

2.76

Table 5. Mix proportion.

30

W/C Cement
(%) (kg/m3)
0.51

356

Water
(kg/m3)

Fine
Aggregate
(kg/m3)

Coarse
Aggregate
(kg/m3)

182

701

1131

Table 6. Specimen with variables.
Frame No.

*Fc’
(MPa)

Exposed to Fire at Age (Days)

FF3

30

3

FF5

30

5

FN

30

Not exposed to fire

*Cylinder concrete samples were tested for 28 days.

2.3. Time-Temperature Curve

Table 3. Grading of fine aggregate.
ASTM Limits

Sieve Size mm

% Passing

9.50

100

100

100

4.75

96.4

95

100

2.36

85.3

80

100

1.18

64.3

50

85

0.60

45.7

25

60

0.30

16.2

10

30

0.15

3.7

2

10

Fineness modulus
Bulk specific gravity (SSD)

% Passing

Bulk specific gravity (SSD)

Test required

ASTM Limits

Sieve Size mm

Lower Upper

2.90
2.7

2.2. Specimen Dimension and Details
The experimental program consisted of casting three full
scale reinforced concrete frames with the same dimensions.
These dimensions are listed in Table 6 and shown in Fig. (1);
the column dimension was 300 × 300 mm; the beam had a

The reinforced concrete frame specimens were cast in a
wooden mold. The curing process started after 24 hrs and
continued until the concrete age reached three days for FF3 and
five days for FF5. Then the wooden mold of the reinforced
concrete frame was fired, as shown in Fig. (2). The concrete
temperature inside increased after the wooden mold was fired.
The changing temperature inside the concrete was measured by
inserting K-type thermocouples into the mold before casting
and fixed at specified locations, as shown in Fig. (3).
Twelve thermocouples were used in recording temperature
inside the reinforced concrete frame. The column height
divided into three equal parts, thus, two thermocouples were
used at the bottom part, two thermocouples were used at the
middle part, while the last two thermocouples were used at the
top part of the column. The locations of each of the two thermocouples used in different parts of the column are as follows;
the first thermocouple is fixed at a distance equal to the cover
of concrete while the second thermocouple is fixed at the center of the column section. Similarly, three thermocouples were
used at the center of beam span and distributed as
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120 mm Slab
thickness

Beam
300*420mm

Column
300*300mm

Fig. (1). Dimensions of frame sample.

follows: the first and third were inserted at a distance equal to
concrete cover from inside and outsides of beam cross-section
while the second was inserted at the center of beam section.
Finally, the two thermocouples were used in the center of the
slab and at different heights, one at the top and the second at
the bottom of the slab.

the temperature increased with time. Generally, in the first 10
minutes, the temperature increased significantly and reached
400 °C because of the fire in the ignition step. The temperature
then decreased to 200 °C on average until the end of the firing
process.
450
400

Temperature,Co

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Time, min

Fig. (4). Time-temperature relationship.

2.4. Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity Test (UPV)
Fig. (2). Reinforced concrete frame exposed to fire.

Fig. (3). Insertion of a thermocouple.

After all recorded temperatures were collected, the average
time-temperature curve was drawn, as shown in Fig. (4). Thus,

The ultrasonic pulse velocity test is a very common nondestructive test. It is quick and easy to perform. For more than
60 years, this test method has been used to evaluate concrete
quality [19]. This is a successful way of quickly checking the
uniformity of the concrete in various parts of the structure, or
various structures or indicating the existence of voids or
internal cracks and identifying changes in the structural
properties of the concrete [20 - 22]. The ultrasonic pulse
velocity can also be used to monitor the development of
compression strength and to evaluate structural integrity [23].
UPV test is prescribed in ASTM C597 [24].
The test device is easy to operate and includes a pulse
generator, transmitter head, receiving head, and a unit of measurement. The system at the receiving head is used to measure
the time of arrival for a compression wave, i.e. the wave that
propagates most rapidly in concrete. The concrete surface must
be smooth, with the transmitter head and the receiving head in
good contact with the concrete, in order to prevent measurement errors. Constant pressure is achieved through good contact between the heads and the concrete surface, and the use of
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a thin layer of contact gel between these heads. As shown in
Fig. (5), the heads are arranged in three distinct configurations:
the direct method with an angle of 180 degrees between the
heads; the semi-direct method with an angle of 90 degrees
between the heads; and the indirect surface method with an
angle of 0 degrees between the heads. The direct method is
preferred because the maximum pulse energy is received at the
receiving head, but due to the geometry of the structure, this
configuration is in many cases impossible. The concentrations
of reinforcement can be avoided using the semi-direct method.
The indirect method does not provide the same good values as
the direct and semi-direct methods; however, it can be used to
assess the thickness of the poor-quality layer [19].
Fig. (6). Core location in reinforced concrete frame.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the readings of UPV and crushing compressive strength
of core samples were plotted to generate different relations.
The following are the various results and plots:
3.1. UPV Test
Fig. (5). Different configurations for measurements of the ultrasonic
pulse velocity.

To evaluate the strength of the reinforced concrete frames
after firing and to cover the reading of all the elements of
reinforced concrete frames by using the UPV test, the frames
were divided into three elements: columns, beams, and slabs.
The reading was taken at the top, mid-height, and bottom of the
columns and in the two-axis direction. While in the beams, the
readings were taken on the right side, left side, and the midspan. Finally, in the slabs, the readings were taken at the center
and the two corners.
2.5. Core Tests
The core test is the most direct technique for assessing the
compressive strength of concrete in existing structures. Many
standards and guidelines are available to guide engineers and
investigators in real practice. The widely used ones are EN
12504-1 [25], EN 13791 [26] in Europe and ACI 214.4R [27],
ASTM C42 [28] in the US. The evaluation methodology for
determining concrete strength using cores can be summarized
in the following main steps: planning an investigation program,
drilling cores, testing cores, and interpreting core strengths.
The tests on core samples provide direct evidence of the
residual compressive strength and temperature to which the
concrete member is subjected to while under fire [29]. Through
compression tests carried out on cores extracted from structural
elements, it is thus clearly important to estimate the compressive strength of concrete in situ correctly [30].
The drilling samples from reinforced concrete frames were
collected from three different elements. The three core samples
were collected from each of the columns, beams, and slab, as
shown in Fig. (6).

Several models have been used to estimate concrete
strength using UPV [31 - 36]. Among these models, the one
proposed by Al-Nu’man et al. [37] was selected because it is
the best and the most reliable equation for estimating the
compressive strength of concrete by using UPV.
fcu=1.03exp(0.87v)

(1)

where v is the velocity of in (m/sec)
The results of the application of Eq. (1) on the velocity
readings of the UPV test of different elements of reinforced
concrete frames to estimate compressive strength concrete are
shown in Table 7. The effect of natural fire on the compressive
strength of concrete can be illustrated by comparing the
compressive strength at different ages of various elements, as
shown in Fig. (7). The bar graph presents the compressive
strength results of the slab, beam, and column elements in
concrete frames FF3, FF5, and FN. Generally, natural fire
exposure in all the elements of frame FF3, in which the age of
concrete was three days, the compressive strength was reduced
by 52% when compared to frame FN. By contrast, in frame
FF5, in which the age of concrete was five days, the compressive strength was reduced by 50% when compared to frame
FN. Overall, the difference in the reduction of compressive
strength between FF3 and FF5 was minimal because they have
almost similar concrete ages.
For more details, in the slab element of frame FF3,
compressive strength was decreased by 24% when exposed to
fire at an age of 3 days. By contrast, with 5 days of fire
exposure (FF5), its strength decreased by 14% in comparison
to the frame FN that was not exposed to fire FN. Thus, the
effect of burning and removing the wooden shore that supports
the slab formwork on the strength of slab concrete was more
apparent in the earlier ages than in the later ones. The strength
of the beam elements exposed to fire for 3 days (FF3) decreased by 27%. By contrast, the strength of the beam elements
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exposed to fire for 5 days (FF5) decreased by 19% in
comparison to the frame FN that was not exposed to the fire.
Finally, for column elements with less fire exposure, their
strength reduced by 22% after 3 days of concreting FF3,
whereas after 5 days (FF5), the decrease was 7% in comparison
to the frame FN that was not exposed to the fire.
Table 7. The compressive strength of concrete elements
according to the UPV test.
Frame No.

Slab (MPa)

Beam (MPa)

Column (MPa)

FF3

17.4

26.4

22.8

FF5

18.6

29.1

27.0

FN

20.6

36.0

29.2

3.2. Core Test
Taking core specimens from concrete suspected of being
damaged by fire is common [38]. In each reinforced concrete
frame, FF3 and FF5 core samples were taken after being
exposed to fire. By contrast, in frame FN, core samples were
taken without exposing the structure to fire. The core samples
were prepared by cutting the end parts and then creating
cupping for them. All necessary dimensions and information
were then recorded. To study the effect of fire on concrete at an
early age, all the core samples were tested to check their
compressive strength. The results are shown in Table 8 and
Fig. (8).

Table 8. The compressive strength of concrete elements
according to the core test.
Frame No.

Slab (MPa)

Beam (MPa)

Column (MPa)

FF3

26.4

25.0

24.7

FF5

26.2

35.5

36.5

FN

36.4

38.2

38.3

Fig. (8) presents a bar graph that shows the compressive
strength of the core samples taken from the slab, beam, and
column elements in different frame structures. Generally, the
compressive strength of the core samples collected from frames
exposed to the fire was lower than that of the frames that were
not exposed to the fire. The reduction in compressive strength
of core samples in the slab element showed that FF3 and FF5
have the same value, which was 28% in comparison to the FN
which was not exposed to the fire. After the beams were
exposed to fires, the compressive strength values of the core
samples in FF3 were reduced by 35%, whereas the
compressive strength value of the core sample was reduced by
7% in FF5 when compared to FN. The compressive strength of
the core samples in the column elements was reduced by 35%
and 5% for FF3 and FF5, respectively, when exposed to fires.
The previous comparisons in compressive strength of core
samples of frames in different elements show that the
compressive strength of the core samples is more affected by
the fire at an earlier age than older.

Compressive strength (MPa)

40

Slab
Beam
Column

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

FF3

FF5

Frame No.

Fig. (7). The compressive strength of concrete elements according to the UPV test.

FN
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Compressive Strength, MPa

40

Slab

35

Beam

30

Column

25
20
15
10
5
0

FF3

FF5

FN

Frame Name

Fig. (8). The compressive strength of concrete elements according to the core test.

Compressive Strength, MPa

40
35

Core in Slab

30

Core in Beam

25

Core in Column
UPV in Slab

20

UPV in Beam

15

UPV in Column

10
5
0

FF3

FF5

FN

Frame Name

Fig. (9). Comparison between the UPV and core tests.

3.3. Comparison Between the UPV and Core Tests

CONCLUSION

A structural engineer cannot take cores from structures in
every location and situation. A comparison was performed to
show the varying results of the UPV test and the core test.

The concrete quality of structural elements under natural
fire at an early age was evaluated using nondestructive and
destructive methods. Based on the observation and analysis of
test results, the following conclusions were drawn:

Fig. (9) presents the compressive strength comparison
between the core test and the UPV test for frames FF3, FF5,
and FN in the slab, beam, and column elements. Generally, the
UPV test takes further precaution and presents fewer values,
whereas the core test presents higher values. The comparison
between the results of elements shows that in the slab, the
strength values obtained by the UPV test were smaller by about
57.4% than those obtained by the core test. In the beam, the
strength values obtained by the UPV test were 10% smaller
than those obtained by the core test. Finally, in the column, the
strength values obtained by the UPV test were 26% smaller
than those obtained by the core test.

1-In general, the frame that was exposed early to
natural fire was more affected than the frame exposed
later, and its compressive strength was reduced to
about 33% because of the concrete in the initial
hydration process.
2-The slab elements of frame FF3 and FF5 between all
elements of the structural frame had the same effect
from the natural fire in comparison with other elements
because the fire moves upward towards the slab and
the slab is wider, therefore the effect was similar.
3-In general, if a fire accident happened in any
reinforced concrete structure at an early age, then the
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structure did not get affected by the fire because the
time was short and fire exposure was not high.
4-Overall, the results of the UPV test are close to those
of the core test. Hence, the core sample cannot be
collected from any location due to the structure after
fire exposure. Hence, it can depend on the results of
the UPV test.
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